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When researchers collect and aggregate social media data, they are making explicit decisions about
the populations and behaviors under study. However, there is little available guidance to ensure that
these methodological choices are conceptually and empirically grounded. For example, how should
researchers conceptualize a topical sample of social media content? Can it be understood as a selfcontained world? Can we interpret individual accounts as participating in the same discourse? Should
we disaggregate specific mechanisms of user activity and engagement? In short: when do
researchers need to consider variation in user experience and behavior, and when can they
meaningfully aggregate over such behavior? Leveraging a panel of 1.6 million Twitter accounts
matched to U.S. voting records we provide empirical guidance on these questions. We focus on the
first nine months of 2020, giving particular attention to the Black Lives Matter movement and the
COVID-19 pandemic. Examining the demographics, activity, and engagement of 800,000 American
adults who collectively posted nearly 300 million tweets, this work paints a picture of Twitter as a
fluid, contextual environment best conceptualized as networked publics and characterized by
enormous variety in user identity, activity, and engagement. While there are no self-contained
“Twitter publics” around which perfect boundaries can be drawn, our findings provide valuable
empirical guidance to researchers grappling with the conceptual implications of their methodological
choices.
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